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● Update on status and plans for ASOF-relevant 
programs.

● Discussion of the ASOF Database and synthesis of 
observations from moorings during the IPY.

● Discussion of 2011 iAOOS report and 
implementation.

● Collaboration with the THOR program on “Observed 
North Atlantic/Arctic Ocean climate variability and its 
predictability.”

Agenda



  



  



  

● Please provide brief summaries of your 
ASOF activities for the website. Provide 
links to your own websites as necessary. 
Relevant publications (pdfs) are also needed 
(copyright permitting).



  

●Workshop on North West Atlantic 
Ecosystems (Chuck Greene). Need 
for physical variables (water mass 
analysis, transit times, pathways); 
GSA/NAO scenarios. Impact on Gulf 
of ME primary productivity.

MERCINA working group



  

●Workshop on Arctic-Subarctic 
Interactions (Drinkwater, Haine). 
What hypotheses can we test on a 3-5yr 
time horizon?
●Predict next GSA and propagation 
through the CAA, Lab Sea and NW 
Atlantic, with ecosystem impacts and 
early-warning system?
●Sub-surface chlorophyll maximum, 
and limiting factors for primary 
productivity (light?; nuts? - vertical 
mixing/horizontal advection?)
●How did neodenticula invasion occur?  
(Advection, light, ice?)

Ocean Sciences 2012 session:
Arctic-Subarctic Interactions



  

●Projections suggest: Sea ice will continue to decline, 
liquid f/w supply to Arctic will increase. 
●Projections suggest: Sea ice export will decrease, 
freshwater export will increase.
●Projections suggest: Increasing importance of the 
export route west of Greenland.

Issues to Ponder:
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●Warm Atlantic Water anomalies present in Norwegian 
Current.
●Anomalies expected to transit Arctic and exit via 
overflows.
●Timing, pathways, rates, impacts?

Issues to Ponder:



  

● Next meeting: Workshop on:

Arctic Freshwater Export: Prospects, Impacts, and Challenges

● Write a high profile article on this topic – an ASOF II signature 
initiative.

Is this a good idea?

Issues to Ponder:



  

Agenda:



  

ASOF/THOR workshop:
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